T-Shirt Design
PURPOSE:
To encourage young people to develop skills needed for designing Christian T-shirts and the budgeting for the costs
involved with their production.
GUIDELINES:
1. Size: The design should fit on an 8 ½ X 11 sheet of paper. Smaller sizes are permissible. If a front and back
design is desired, designate that on the back of the design.
2. Specify the color of the shirt upon which you want the design and any additional colors you choose
3. Designs should be protected in the mail by sturdy material.
4. Students shall develop and write a budget for the production of this t-shirt. (Including the name of the t-shirt shop
and show how they arrived at the cost.)
5. Identification: On a 3” x 5" card attached to the back of the T-shirt design, include participant’s name(s), home
congregation and grade level.
6. Adult Assistance: Adult assistance shall be limited to that of advice and supervision. Grade Levels are 3-12.
7. This event is no longer a team event but a team sheet is required
AWARDS:
Each t-shirt design and budget will be evaluated by at least two evaluators. Awards are: Gold, Silver, and Bronze.
EVALUATION CRITERIA:
Adherence to the LTC Theme (preferably a Scripture and GPLTC reference)
Lettering Legibility
Creativity
Use of Color
Design Layout
Neatness
Contrast (i.e., light/dark, rough/smooth) with shirt color
Proportion/Size appropriateness
Budget or Cost Analysis (The student should understand the process and why the cost is as stated)
COACHES AND CHURCH COORDINATORS:
• Make certain that the students are correctly registered as LTC participants (whether or not they come to the
convention) and complete all requirements by the Pre-Convention One Event deadline.
• Advise students as they develop a T-shirt design for LTC event or Christian artwork that follows the theme of
LTC and is ready to take to the T-shirt shop.
• Mail or email to the Event Coordinator a copy of the T-shirt design and budget on or by Pre-convention Event
One deadline.
• This event will be further enhanced if the coach will help the students identify the Scripture text, theme selection,
and its application to the believer.

